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Abstract
A molecular bow shock (MBS) at G24.4+00+112 (l ∼ 24◦.4, b ∼ 0◦, vLSR ∼ 112 km s
−1) is
studied using the 12CO(J = 1− 0) -line survey obtained with the Nobeyama 45-m telescope
at 20′′ (0.71 pc) resolution. The terminal velocity uniquely locates the object at the tangent
point of the 3-kpc expanding arm (Norma arm) with the distance of 7.3 kpc. The bow ridge
extends over ∼ 160 pc (1◦.3) perpendicularly to the galactic plane, and is concave to a ring
of HII-regions centered on G24.6+00 at the same distance. The edge on the down-stream
(higher longitude) side of the MBS is extremely sharp, and is associated with several elephant
trunks in gear-to-gear touch with the HII regions. On the up-stream (lower longitude) side of
MBS, a broad HI bow is associated at the same velocity. The coherently ordered structure
of HI, CO and HII gases indicates HI-to-H2transition at the galactic shock followed by efficient
star formation due to dual compression, where the molecular gas is shock-compressed from
up-stream side by galactic shock and from down-stream side by HII expansion. We propose a
scenario of galactic sequential star formation (GSSF) along the spiral arms. We also discuss
related ISM phenomena such as the hydraulic jump, bow shock, and Raileigh-Taylor instability
occurring around the MBS.
Key words: ISM: molecules — ISM: nebulae — ISM: cloud — stars: formation — Galaxy: spiral arm —
galaxies: individual (Milky Way)
1 Introduction
Galactic shock waves play the essential role in compressing
the interstellar gas and triggering star formation (SF) in spiral
galaxies (Fujimoto 1969; Roberts 1969). On the other hand, the
current SF studies have been obtained either about individual
molecular clouds (MC) and/or HII regions (Motte et al. 2018),
or correlation analyses of the SF rate and gas density (Kennicutt
and Evans 2012). As to the SF triggering mechanisms, the se-
quential SF in a molecular cloud (Elmegreen and Lada 1977)
and cloud-cloud collisions (Scoville et al. 1986) appear to be
considered most effective. This paper aims at linking the large-
and small-scale SF mechanisms by studying the SF complex to-
ward the tangent directions of the inner spiral arms in the Milky
Way.
The first evidence for such a place that explicitly revealed
galactic shock compression leading to star formation was ob-
tained as the molecular bow shock (MBS) at G30.5+00+90
(after its galactic coordinates and radial velocity: l◦, b◦, vLSR
km s−1; abbreviated G31) associated with the HII region W43
(Sofue 1985; Sofue et al. 2019), using the FUGIN CO-
line survey (FOREST unbiased galactic ISM survey with the
Nobeyama 45-m telescope: Umemoto et al. 2017). Also, nu-
merous similar MBSs associated with giant cometary HII re-
gions (GCH) have been found along galactic shock waves in the
barred spiral galaxy M83 based on optical images taken with the
Hubble Space Telescope (Sofue 2018).
In this paper we report the discovery of a new MBS G24.4
concave to the HII ring G24.6 in the tangential direction of
the Norma Arm (3-kpc expanding ring). We name it MBS
G24.4+00+112 (abbreviated as G24.4) after its galactic position
and radial velocity, l ∼ 24◦.4, b∼ 0◦,vLSR ∼ 112 km s
−1.
The HII ring G24.6 has been noticed as an association of
bright HII regions centered on G24.6+00 with a diameter of
∼ 0◦.5 associated with CO and HI arc at the same velocity
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(Sofue et al. 1984; Handa et al. 1986). The HII regions
are further embedded in a diffuse shell-like HII region of di-
ameter ∼ 0◦.6. Recocmbination-line velocities of the HII re-
gions around G24.6 are measured to be vLSR = 96 ∼ 117 km
s−1(Downes et al. 1980), which locate the HII regions at the
tangent point of galactic rotation at the same place as the MBS.
Some of the HII regions and molecular clouds have been inves-
tigated individually using the FUGIN CO data in order to argue
for cloud collision mechanism (Torii et al. 2018).
The radial velocities close to the terminal velocity make the
distance determination unique without near/far ambiguity. The
distance from the Sun of MBS G24.4+00+112 and HII ring
G24.6 is estimated to be d =R0cos l = 7.28 kpc for l = 24
◦.6
and galacto-centric distance r = R0sin l = 3.32 kpc, adopting
R0 = 8.0 kpc for the galacto-centric distance of the Sun. The
diameters of the HII ring and diffuse HII shell are ∼ 64 (0◦.5)
and ∼ 76 pc (0◦.6), respectively.
We analyze the distribution and kinematics of molecular gas
aroundMBSG24.4 using the FUGIN 12CO(J=1−0) -line sur-
vey at a resolution of 20′′ on the used maps (0.71 pc at 7.3 kpc),
as well as other CO surveys, HI, continuum and IR archival
data. Based on the analyses, we discuss the HI-to-H2 transition,
formation mechanism of the bow structure, and implication for
the SF study. We propose a galactic sequential star formation
(GSSF) scenario, with which coherent and long-lasting SF ac-
tivity in the spiral arms of the Galaxy can be maintained.
2 Data and Results
2.1 Norma arm on the longitude-velocity diagrams
We start with showing a longitude-velocity (LV) diagram of the
first quadrant, revealing the two densest spiral arms in the inner
Galaxy. Figure 1 shows a 12CO(J = 1− 0) -line LV diagram
from the Columbia survey (Dame et al. 2001), and figure 1 is
a close up of the G24 region from FUGIN CO survey. The LV
diagrams reveal two most prominent arms, one is the Scutum
arm, and the second brightest arm is the Norma arm, which is
the subject of this paper, as traced by the inserted lines.
The Norma Arm, also known as the 3-kpc expanding
arm/ring, is recognized as a bright elliptical ridge running from
(l, v) ∼ (0◦,−50 km s−1) through (24◦, 110 km s−1). The
G24.6+00 HII ring is located at high-velocity end of this LV
ridge. Coinciding with this position and velocity, we find a
bright knot of CO emission at (l,v)∼24◦.4,110−122 km s−1).
The terminal-velocity region is enlarged in the FUGIN LV
diagram, where the CO brightness is as high as TB ∼ 15 K at
(24◦.4,115 km s−1). The radial velocity of the CO clump ex-
ceeds significantly the mean terminal velocity of the surround-
ing CO emission, indicating non-circular motion and/or a local
velocity anomaly.
Fig. 1. [Top] Longitude-velocity diagrams of 12CO(J = 1 − 0) TB from
Columbia 1.2m CO survey. G24+00 complex is seen as the bright CO cloud
at (l ∼ 24◦, vLSR ∼ 112 km s
−1) at the tangent point of the Norma arm
(3-kpc expanding arm/ring). [Bottom left] Longitude-velocity diagrams of
12CO(J = 1− 0) TB from Nobeyama 45m FUGIN CO survey. Note that
the G24 cloud is significantly displaced from the mean terminal velocity of
the surrounding gas. [Bottom right] Illustration explaining the face-on loca-
tions of the Norma and Scutum arms. Dashed ellipse and circle with velocity
arrows represent oval orbit in a bar potential and expanding ring, respec-
tively.
2.2 Tangent-point CO Maps
We then make distribution map on the sky of molecular gas hav-
ing the terminal velocities of galactic rotation, which represents
the cross section of the galactic disk along the terminal veloc-
ity circle without suffering from the near- or far-side ambiguity.
The ”tangent-point” map uniquely reveals the gas distribution
as a function of the galacto-centric distance R and height from
the galactic plane z through R=R0sin l and z = rcos b, where
R0=8.0 kpc is the distance of the Sun from the Galactic Center
(GC).
Figure 2 shows a thus obtained tangent-point map, where
is shown the 12CO(J = 1− 0) line intensity ICO integrated
between vtan − 20 to vtan + 20 km s
−1as obtained from the
Columbia CO survey (Dame et al. 2008), where vtan is the ter-
minal velocity at l from smoothed rotation curve. The bottom
panel of the figure shows variation of the CO intensity along
the galactic plane. Figure 2 is a close up of the G24 region by a
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Fig. 2. [Top] Columbia 1.2m ICO tangent-point map integrated between the two dashed lines in figure 1 (∼±20 km s
−1of vtan , showing a global distribution
of the terminal-velocity molecular gas. The bottom panel shows intensity variation along the galactic plane. Note the two bright molecular peaks at G31 and
G24, representing the cross sections of the 4-kpc molecular ring (Scutum arm) and the 3-kpc arm (Norma arm), respectively. [Bottom] Nobeyama 45m FUGIN
ICO tangent-point map around G24 integrated between ±15 km s
−1about vtan . G24 molecular complex is outstanding among the neighboring clouds and
disk. Grey scale is in K m s−1
tangent-point ICO map of the
12CO(J = 1− 0) line integrated
within vtan−15 to vtan+15 km s
−1obtained using the FUGIN
CO survey. The map reveals a dense arc-shaped ridge at G24.4,
extending over 1◦.5 in the latitudinal direction.
These tangent-point maps reveal two prominent peaks at
G31 (l∼30◦.5) and G24.4 (∼24◦.4), which are the most promi-
nent and densest molecular regions in the inner Galaxy, repre-
senting the tangential directions of the two major spiral arms in
the first quadrant of the Galaxy. G31 corresponds to the tan-
gential direction of the 4-kpc molecular ring, or the Scutum
Arm, which has recently been extensively analyzed in view of
the galactic shock waves and molecular bow shock (Sofue et al.
2019). G24.4 is the second-brightest molecular region toward
3-kpc expanding ring/arm, or the Norma Arm, and is the subject
in this paper.
Another prominent feature observed in this figure is the
vacant region of the CO emission at l <∼ 22◦, exhibiting a
molecular-gas vacant region inside R∼ 3 kpc from the Galactic
Center (GC). This vacancy has been studied and interpreted
as the ”3-kpc galactic crator” produced by an explosive mass
sweeping by the GC activity (Sofue 2017).
2.3 Channel maps
The distribution of CO brightness near the terminal velocity can
be obtained by sliced maps (channel maps) at different veloci-
ties. In figure 1, we show channel maps of a 2◦ × 2◦ region
around G25+00 at various velocities. The G24.4 CO clump is
now resolved in velocity, showing up as a vertically (in the lat-
itude direction) extended bright ridge at vLSR = 105− 118 km
s−1with the most prominent appearance at 112 km s−1.
A channel at vLSR=112 km s
−1is enlarged for wider area in
figure 3. The G24.4 CO clump is now resolved to show a sharp
arc-shaped structure concave to the center of the G24.6+00 HII
ring. The CO emission extends from b=−0◦.5 to +0◦.8, mak-
ing an arc (bow) of length of ∼ 1◦.3 (∼ 160 pc) perpendicular
to the galactic plane.
Figure 4 shows the channel map at 112 km s−1compared
with moment 0, 1 and 2 maps around G24.5 for 1 square degree
region, showing the CO-line intensity integrated from vLSR =
100 km s−1to 126 km s−1, radial velocity field, and velocity
dispersion in the same velocity range, respectively.
The eastern edge (inner edge) of the arc at G24.4 is ex-
tremely sharp, and is associated with elephant-trunk features
avoiding HII radio peaks. Figure 7 shows a horizontal cross
section of the CO brightness at 112 km s−1at b = 0◦.176. The
cross section shows an extremely sharp cut-off of the intensity
toward the east.
The sharp brightness peak at the tangent point of the spiral
arm is just inverse to what expected for a usual galactic shock
wave caused by a supersonic inflow from the up-stream side
(from right, or from lower longitude side). This particularly
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Fig. 3. 12CO(J = 1− 0) TB map at vLSR = 112 km s
−1at the tangent point of the Norma arm, also known as the 3-kpc expanding ring, showing the
molecular cross section. The arm shows up as the large CO line clump at ∼G24 with a sharp bow-shaped eastern edge indicative of a shock front. This bow
structure is called the molecular bow shock (MBS) G24.4+00+112. Contours are every 2.5 K in TB.
Fig. 4. TB map at 112 km s
−1(top left), intensity integrated at 100≤vLSR≤
126 km s−1(moment 0 map, top right), velocity field in m/s (moment 1, bot-
tom left), and velocity dispersion in m/s (moment 2, bottom right) .
sharp edge in the reverse side of the galactic shock may imply
an additional compression from the down-stream side (from the
left) likely induced by an expansion of HII gas from the star
forming sites in the G24 HII ring.
The western side of the CO edge extends rather broadly,
making a large bow-shaped ridge, and extends for about 1◦ till
l∼ 23◦.5 with the vertical extent decreasing. We call this struc-
ture the G24.4 MBS (molecular bow shock). As a whole, G24.4
MBS looks like a bow shock caused by an inflow from the west,
being stopped by an expanding spherical front from the east
around the G24.6 HII ring.
2.4 HI map and molecular fraction
For the high velocity resolution and comparable angular reso-
lution, the HI data from the HI/OH/Recombination line survey
of the Milky Way (THOR) (Beuther et al. 2016 ) can be di-
rectly compared with the present CO maps. Figure 5 shows a
brightness map of the HI line emission at vLSR = 112 km s
−1,
and figure 5 shows an overlay of HI in red, 12CO(J = 1− 0)
brightness in green at the same velocity (same as figure 3), and
a radio continuum map at 1.4 GHz in blue color from the VLA
Galactic Plane Survey (VGPS: Stil et al. 2004).
The HI map shows a cavity centered on G25+00, around
which a broad, arc-shaped concave clump is distributed from l=
23◦.6 to 25◦.6, where the vertical extent gets significantly lager
than that at lower longitudes (up-stream side), forming a broad
peninsula toward negative latitude. The eastern edge concave
to G25 of the HI peninsula appears to trace approximately the
G24 MBS arc, while the CO arc is much sharper.
The galactic shock theory predicts that the ISM in-flowing
from the up-stream side is compressed near the galactic shock
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Fig. 5. [Top] HI brightness at 112 km s−1from the THOR survey. Intensity
unit is the brightness in mJy/beam. [Middle] Composite color map of HI
(THOR) and CO (FUGIN) brightness at 112 km s−1in red and green, re-
spectively, and 1.4 GHz continuum (VGPS) in blue. Continuum intensity
is non-linearly enhanced for stronger sources. Brightness is adjusted ap-
propriately to show the mutual spatial relations of the emissions. [Bottom]
Molecular fraction fmol map. Contours are drawn from 0.8 to 0.95 at 0.05
interval. The MBS is almost molecular with fmol ≥ 0.95.
front and forms a broad bow structure (Martos and Cox 1998).
As the gas is condensed, HI is transformed to molecules, in-
creasing the molecular fraction. This is indeed observed around
G24 in the present data, where the HI gas flows from the lower
longitude (right) side, encounters the 3 kpc arm to form the HI
arm, and is transformed to H2 to form the MBS at G24.
We have calculated the molecular fraction fmol from the
brightness of CO and HI at 112 km s−1using the following
equation.
fmol =
2nH2
nHI+2nH2
=
2XCOTB(CO)
XHITB(HI)+2XCOTB(CO)
, (1)
whereXCO=2×10
20 cm−2[K km s−1]−1 is the CO intensity-
to-H2 column density conversion factor, XHI = 1.82 ×
1018cm−2[K km s−1]−1 is HI intensity to column density con-
version factor. The HI brightness temperature TB(HI) was es-
timated from the HI brightness in Jy per 40′′ beam used in the
THOR archive. Calculated result is shown in figure 5, which in-
dicates that the molecular fraction in the CO bright region is as
high as fmol ≥ 0.95, so that the ISM is almost totally molecular
inside the galactic shock wave.
2.5 Radio continuum and IR maps for HII regions
The radio continuum loop of HII regions, G24.6+00, which was
called the ”Scutum ring” of HII regions in our earlier paper
(Handa et al. 1986), is composed of five bright radio sources
embedded in a round. shell-like extended component. The
sources, including the extended emission, have flat radio spectra
between 2.7 and 10 GHz, indicating that they are HII regions.
Recombination-line observations of the radio sources have
shown that their radial velocities lie between 97 to 117 km
s−1, showing that they are at the same kinematical distances
to the presently observed molecular and HI bow features. The
five sources are distributed along the maximum ridge of the ex-
tended shell component. We hereafter call the entire structure,
including the compact HII regions and HII shell, the ”G24.6+00
HII shell”.
The extended component has a radial brightness distribution
typical for a spherical shell of outer radius ∼ 0◦.3 (38 pc) as
measured at the half-maximum intensity point at 5 and 10 GHz
(Handa et al. 1986). The shape and cross section are remarkably
similar to those of the Rosette nebula (e.g., Celnik 1986), except
that the radius of G24 (38 pc) is 2.2 times that of Rosette (17
pc) and hence the volume and energy are 2.23 ∼ 11 times. Also,
the G24 shell is superimposed by the compact HII regions.
We now compare the CO maps with the radio continuum
map from the VLA Galactic Plane Survey at 1.4 GHz (VGPS:
Stil et al. 2006 ) at an angular resolution of 25′′, comparable to
that of FUGIN (20′′) in figure 6.
The MBS composes a large CO-bright bow on the up-stream
(lower longitude) in touch with the western edge of the HII ring
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composed of compact continuum sources and round extended
emission centered on G24.6+00. The MBS is concave to the
continuum ring with the sharp inside edge facing the continuum
edge.
The inside edge of MBS at G24.4 shows wavy fluctuation as-
sociated with elephant-trunks extending toward inside the bow.
Two major compact HII regions at G24.45+0.2 and G24.40+0.1
are located deep inside the ”bays” between the trunks.
Except for these two sources, most of the continuum sources
(HII regions) are located on the down-stream (higher longitude)
sides of individual molecular clouds and/or trunk heads closely
in touch from the eastern sides. Also remarkable is that the
eastern edges of the molecular clouds/tongues are sharper than
west, and are often concave to their associated HII regions.
The spatial relation between the CO gas and HII regions can
be also confirmed by comparing with the hot dust emission in
infrared images. Figure 6 shows an overlay of the CO con-
tours at 112 km s−1on the pseudo color image of 4, 5 and 8
µm emissions as reproduced from the Spitzer/GLIMPSE survey
(Galactic Legacy Infrared Mid-Plane Survey Extraordinaire:
Churchwell et al. 2009). The IR features are similar to those
of radio continuum, showing both the compact HII regions
on a ring and the extended shell-like emission resembling the
Rosette nebula.
2.6 Kinematics and Energetics
Kinematical behavior of the MBS can be learned from the ra-
dial velocity distributions. Figure 1 shows LV maps at various
latitudes. In figure 4 we showed the maps of moment 1 (mean
velocity) and 2 (velocity dispersion). Figure 7 shows cross sec-
tions along longitude at b= 0◦.19 for ICO, vLSR and vσ .
The radial velocity and velocity dispersion attains their sharp
maximum in coincidence with the sharp peak of the intensity at
the inner edge of the MBS at l = 24◦.5 in figure 7. The steep
jumps of the intensity and velocities are coherently observed
along the inner arched edge of the MBS in figure 4, which indi-
cates that the gas is shocked along the MBS’s inner edge.
These velocity structures across the MBS can be understood
as due to the galactic shock wave and/or the expansion of hot
gas from the G24.6+00 HII complex. Below we discuss several
possibilities to cause the observed kinematics of MBS.
The mass of the MBS can be estimated from its extension on
the sky and CO intensity. We here approximately measure the
extension as 1◦ × 0◦.2∼ 130 pc× 25 pc at the unique distance
of 7.3 kpc, averaged CO intensity of ICO ∼ 150 K km s
−1.
Then, for a conversion factor of XCO = 2.0× 10
20 H2 cm
−2
[K km s−1]−1, we obtain a column density NH2 ∼ 3× 10
22 H2
cm−2, volume density of hydrogen n ∼ 400 H cm−3taking a
line of sight depth of the shell of ∼ 50 pc, and total mass of
the MBS MMBS ∼ 1.55× 10
6M⊙. Since this amount of gas
is expanding at ∼ 10 km s−1, its kinetic energy of expanding
motion is estimated to be Eexp ∼ 1/2MMBSv
2
exp ∼ 1.55×10
51
erg.
A possible mechanism to form the molecular shell structure
is compression of gas by an expanding HII region at sound ve-
locity, vexp ∼ 10 km s
−1. We assume that the radius of the
expanding HII sphere RHII is equal to that of the diffuse shell-
like HII region, as identified by Handa et al. (1986). Using
the radial brightness distributions at 10 and 5 GHz (Handa et
al. 1986), we measured the half-intensity radius of diffuse HII
shell to be ∼ 0◦.3 (38 pc).
We, then, obtain the age of the HII shell to be about τHII ∼
RHII/vexp ∼ 4×10
6 y for RHII =38 pc and vexp =10 km s
−1.
This time scale is much longer than that due to SN explosion,
and would be sufficient for star formation to proceed and HII
regions to develop in the compressed molecular shell, as indeed
observed as compact radio sources. This idea is consistent with
the scenario proposed by Handa et al. (1987).
In order for this mechanism to work for the present HII shell,
the required luminosity of the central OB cluster is estimated to
be LHII ∼ 1× 10
4L⊙, typical for a big HII region, assuming
Tn ∼ 20 K, Te ∼ 10
4 K, and inserting n ∼ 400 H cm−3and
RHII ∼ 38 pc (Sofue 2018, Sofue et al. 2019)
The velocity jump at G24.6 of MBS observed in the LV di-
agram (figure 1) and moment 1 plot (figure 7) is difficult to ex-
plain by the galactic shock compression alone. The angular mo-
mentum conservation of gas flow requires
V R= (V + δV )(R+ δR), (2)
where δV ∼ δvLSR ∼ δW// and δR are displacements of the
rotation velocity and radius from the mean rotation (Roberts
1969). The galactic shock in a trailing arm predicts δR > 0 so
that δV < 0, which is contrary to the observed positive anomaly
of vLSR.
In order for δV to be positive as observed, δR must be neg-
ative. Since δV ∼ +5 km s−1, we may estimate that δR ∼
−RδV/V ∼−70 pc for V ∼ 210 km s−1. This implies that the
gas in MBS was accumulated ”backward” from the eastern side
of MBS, likely by expansion of the HII region G24.6. However,
the estimated displacement (70 pc) is about twice the HII ra-
dius. This discrepancy may be eased, if a part of δV includes
the expansion velocity of HII region itself such that the HII cen-
ter and MBS are not aligned on the sky perpendicular to the line
of sight. Some tens of degrees would be sufficient to cause a
few km s−1to explain the additional component of δV .
3 Discussion
3.1 Galactic shock theory
The galactic shock theory predicts that the azimuthal velocity
of gas with respect to the pattern speed of the spiral armW// =
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Fig. 6. [Top center] Overlay of 1.4 GHz continuum map from VGPS on the 12CO(J = 1− 0) channel maps at vLSR = 112 km s
−1, 102, 106, 109 (top left),
and 115, 119, 122 km s−1(right). For continuum intensity scale, see 10. [Bottom] Overlay of 12CO(J = 1− 0) 112 km s−1brightness contours (every 2 K
from TB = 4 K) on GLIMPSE 4.5, 5.8 and 8 µm composite map downloaded from https://third.ucllnl.org/cgi-bin/gpscutout. Note the CO ”elephant trunks” with
their high-density heads associated with compact HII regions on their down-stream (higher longitude) sides. Inserted small is a clearer image without contours
to show the round shape of the diffuse HII region.
Vrot − Vpattern, where Vpattern = rΩp, varies coherently with
the variation of the density as a function of the displacement
from the potential minimum along the flow line (Roberts 1969).
Recalling that Vrot = vtan + V0 sin l and r = R0sin l, and
that measured vLSR is nearly equal to vtan, vLSR ≃ vtan, we
have
W// = Vrot− rΩp = vLSR+(V0−R0Ωp)sin l, (3)
where Ωp is the angular pattern speed of the spiral shock wave.
Figure 7(c) shows thus calculated ”observed” W// by adopt-
ing reasonable values for the pattern speeds of Ωp = 25 and 30
km s−1kpc−1. If the corotation radius of the Galaxy is equal
to R0 (e.g. Mishurov et al. 1997), we have W// ≃ vLSR, or
vLSR is a direct measure of W//, which occurs when Ωp =
238km s−1/8kpc ≃ 30 km s−1kpc−1. Even if at different Ωp
around this value, vLSR is an approximate measure of the flow.
Thus, figure 7(c) shows that the flow velocity with respect to
the density wave potential increases from the up-stream (lower
longitude) side toward down-stream, and it suddenly decreases
after the passage of the shock front at G24.5. This behavior
is in accordance with the variation of the CO brightness and
intensity, and hence with the variation of gas density. Figure 8
illustrates schematically the variation of velocity vectors across
the shock front.
A the same time, the velocity dispersion (moment 2) in-
creases toward the shock front, and decreases after the passage,
indicating the change from turbulent to laminar flows (figures
7(d) and 4). Such an increase in the specific turbulent energy
at the shock wave is indeed modeled by Mishurov (2006), and
must play an additional role to trigger the star formation through
cloud-cloud collisions.
This shock produces the global enhancement of the gas den-
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Figure 11. (a) Longitude variation of of the 12CO line emis-
sion at 112 km s , showing an extremely sharp eastern edge of the MBS
at G24.6. (b) Longitudinal variations of CO integrated from 100 to 126 km
at 185, (c) LSR and // (red) for 238 km s and 30
(red) and 25 (magenda) km s kpc , and (d) (M2).
The galactic shock in a trailing arm predicts 0 so that 0,
which is contrary to the observed positive anomaly of LSR
In order for to be positive as observed, must be
negative. Since 5 km s , we may estimate that
∼ −70 pc for 210 km s . This implies that the
gas in MBS was accumulated ”backward” from the eastern side of
MBS, likely by expansion of the HII region G24.6. However, the
estimated displacement (70 pc) is about twice the HII radius. This
discrepancy may be eased, if a part of includes the expansion
velocity of HII region itself such that the HII center and MBS are
not aligned on the sky perpendicular to the line of sight. Some tens
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Figure 12. Galactic shock model along the stream line (Roberts 1969).
Trailing and leading arm models are shown by full and dashed lines, re-
spectively. Observed intensity and velocity variation are inserted by grey
lines from figure 11.
of degrees would be sufficient to cause a few km s to explain the
additional component of
3 DISCUSSION
3.1 Galactic shock theory
The galactic shock theory predicts that the azimuthal velocity of
gas with respect to the pattern speed of the spiral arm pattern
// rot pattern, varies coherently with the variation of
the density as a function of the displacement from the potential
minimum along the flow line (Roberts 1969).
Recalling that rot tan sin and sin , and that
measured LSR is nearly equal to tan LSR tan, we have
// rot LSR +( sin (3)
where is the angular pattern speed of the spiral shock wave.
Figure 11(b) shows thus calculated ”observed” // for as-
sumed pattern speeds of 25 and 30 km s kpc . This figure
may be compared with the model curve of // calculated for a
galactic shock wave at 3 kpc in the Galaxy by Roberts (1969).
In figure figure 12 we compare the observed CO and // from the
present analysis with the calculated curves predicted by the galac-
tic shock theory for trailing and leading-arm shocks. Figure 13 the
face-on configuration of the trailing and leading arms and shock
positions.
The azimuthal angle along a flow line in the model, which
cannot be measured in the present data, is here replaced by the lon-
gitudinal (radial) distance from the shock front. Scales are adjusted
arbitrarily, so that the comparison is only for qualitative discussion.
At a glance, the observed CO and // around the shock front
at G24.6 appear to be better fitted by the calculated curves for a
leading-arm shock than the trailing-arm shock. Therefore, in so far
as the 12CO data alone is concerned, we could conclude
that the 3-kpc arm is a leading arm.
However, this encounters a difficulty to explain the association
0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
Fig. 7. (a) Longitude variation of TB of the
12CO(J = 1− 0) li emission
at 112 km s−1, showing an extremely sharp eastern edge of the MBS at
G24.6. (b) Longitudinal variations of ICO integrated from 100 to 126 km
s−1at b= 0◦.185, (c) vLSR andW// (red) for V0 = 238 km s
−1and Ωp =
30 (red) and 25 (magenda) km s−1kpc−1, and (d) vσ (M2).
sity, causing the large-scale bumps of CO and HI, already start-
ing at ∼G23 (figure 2). This results in HI-to-H2 transi ion, as
revealed by the fmol map in figure 5, and makes the highest fmol
region near the MBS.
As the compression and transition to H2 proceed, star for-
mation may have taken place at ∼G24.6 to produc an intense
HII region, as indicated by the extended radio continuum emis-
sion. As the star formation proceeds, the HII shell expands to
push the surrounding molecular gas, and push backMBS to pro-
duce its concave structure with sharp inner edge. At the back-
compressed front of the MBS on its down-stream edge, most
recent star formation takes place, producing the compact HII
regions in close touch with the MBS eastern edge in teeth-to-
teeth contact. The shock interface between the HII gas andMBS
is now observed as the sharp jumps of density and velocity at
HI+H2
H2
HII
  Gas flow
Vlsr
50 pc
Pre-shock 
up-stream
Post-shock 
down-stream
HII
HII shock
 HI
   Galactic shock
H2
SF
Fig. 8. Schematic view of the MBS. The bottom panel shows a face-on view,
showing the flow line. The radial velocity changes from red- to blue-shifted
with respect to the shock front. This is indeed observed in the velocity field
(moment 1 map) of the bottom-left panel of figure 4. The velocity dispersion
increases at the shock, and decreases after the passage to become laminar
flow, which is also observed in the moment 2 map in figure 4.
G24.6 s own in figu e 7.
The expansion of the shock front in the MBS caused by
the expanding HII gas may be observed as a cross section in
a position- elocity diagram in the latitude direction. Figure 1
shows such b vs vLSR (BV) diagrams at different longitudes,
and figu e 9 is BV diagram averaging 11 channel BV diagrams
around G24.6. A round ridge of the CO emission is recognized
as traced by the inserted circle centered on G24.6+0.1+112 with
the diameter of 0◦.8 and 20 km s−1. This may be interpreted
as due to an expanding shell of radius 0◦.4 (50 pc) at a velocity
∼ 10 km s−1.
3.2 Bow shock and hydraulic jump
Based on the coherent distributions of the HI, H2 , and HII gases
in the G24 region as revealed in this paper, we may draw an
image of the cross section of a galactic shock wave as follows.
At the galactic shock front, the gas is not only compressed
in the longitudinal direction, but also pushed away toward the
halo by a hydraulic jump, which makes the vertically extended
HI and molecular spurs, composing a large scale bow structure
(Tosa 1973; Martos and Cox 1998; Mishurov 2006).
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孰孳孱孳孳孳孼孻 孳孱孳孵學 孳孱孳學孵 孳孱孳孺孻 孳孱孴 孳孱孴孶 孳孱孴孹 孳孱孴孻 孳孱孵孴 孳孱孵孷 孳孱孵孹Fig. 9. Latitude-velocity diagram averaged over 11 channels around l =
24◦.5 (intensity scale is arbitrary), showing a round ridge as traced by the
circle, indicative of expansion of the MBS at ∼ 10 km s−1when cut across
G24.6.
Besides the compression by the galactic shock, the gas is
further shock-compressed and bent to make a sharper MBS,
when the molecular spur interacts with pre-existing HII regions,
which are expanding backward at supersonic velocity. In our re-
cent papers (Sofue et al. 2019; Sofue 2018) we applied the stel-
lar bow shock theory by Wilkin (1996) to an MBS. The front
curvature Rbow at the bow head, or the stand-off distance from
the central engine, is related to the injection rate of gas, ambient
density and inflow velocity of gas, which are further related to
the observed MBS parameters.
Figure 11 shows the calculated bow fronts for some different
Rbow values, where the bow shape satisfies self-similarity, so
that the curves are identical except for the bow head curvature
(Rbow). The front appears to fit the observed MBS shape, if
Rbow ∼ 40 pc. Using the formula in the above papers, such a
radius can be realized by a parameter combination with a pitch
angle of the arm p ∼ 12◦, inflow velocity of gas to the MBS
Vflow ∼ (V − Vp)sin p ∼ 20 km s
−1for V ∼ 210 km s−1and
Ωp ∼ 30 km s
−1kpc−1, and gas density before shocked ρ∼ 100
H2 cm
−3, although the combination is not unique.
3.3 Galactic Sequential SF (GSSF)
As HII regions expand in the galactic shock, their up-stream
side encounters the MBS and is decelerated, whereas the down-
stream side expands more freely. The bow head of the MBS
encountering the expanding HII front, thus, becomes a place of
active star formation as known for a blistered HII region con-
tacting a GMC (Elmegreen and Lada 1977). The MBS is fur-
ther compressed from the up-stream side by the galactic shock
wave. Thus, the MBS becomes a place where the interstellar gas
is shock-compressed from up- and down-stream sides. The dual
compression, by galactic shock plus feedback from the born OB
stars and HII regions, works coherently in the galactic spiral
arms, and triggers the star formation at higher rate than the cur-
Fig. 10. Model fronts of bow shock (full line) and HII region (dashed line)
for different injection energies overlaid on the 12CO(J = 1− 0) TB map at
112 km s−1in grey scale (K) and 1.4 GHz continuum map from VGPS by
contours every 2 mJy/beam starting from 20 mJy/beam.
rently considered for cloud-collision mechanism and/or simple
galactic shock.
On individual HII region size, the SF rate has been con-
sidered to be determined by cloud collisions (e.g., McKee and
Ostriker 2007), where the collision time of molecular clouds in
the galactic disk is on the order of ∼ 107 y. On the other hand,
the collision time of a cloud on the bow head of MBS by galac-
tic shock wave from the up-stream side and by HII expansion
from the down-stream side is about ∼ 106 y, an order of magni-
tude shorter (Sofue 2018), which is thanks to the faster motion
of the gas across the shocks.
We may call this scenario the galactic sequential SF (GSSF),
which may be summarized as follows. The interstellar gas flow-
ing from the up-stream side of the arm by the galactic rotation
is compressed by the galactic shock wave. Not only molecular
clouds and GMC, but also HI gas are shocked to form a broad
bow structure, where HI-to-H2 transition takes place to form
molecular gas, forming a large moleculr complex. An arched
structure is formed due to the bow shock by the encounter with
the expanding HII sphere produced by a preceding high mass
SF. The concave-side molecular gas in the MBS is further com-
pressed backward by the expanding HII gas from the down-
stream side. This ”dual-side compression” further enhances the
SF in the densest region at the concave edge of the MBS, which
triggers the next generation SF and MBS compression in the
up-stream side. Figure 8 illustrates the proposed scenario.
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3.4 Comparison with other SF mechanisms
The GSSF may work complementarily to the currently ac-
cepted mechanisms such as the sequential SF and cloud col-
lision mechanisms, or it rather integrates these mechanisms in
galactic scale. In fact, Torii et al. (2018) argued for cloud col-
lisions in the densest region of the MBS G24.4, where a dense
molecular cloud is locally associated with HII regions in the
deep ”bay” at G24.5+0.23 on the eastern MBS edge, and an-
other HII region at the eastern end of the molecular ”peninsula”
at G24.4+0.07. It is interesting to point out that the three HII
regions studied by Torii et al. are coherently located at the east-
ern edges of the moleuclar clouds, which indicates an ordered
alignment of the clouds and SF sites. Such an alignment is in
favor of the GSSF scenario, where the SF occurs, surfining on
the gas flow in the galactic rotation.
The advantage of GSSF would be, thus, three folds: Firstly,
GSSF lasts for galactic time scale, keeping the high rate as long
as the Galaxy rotates with spiral arms. Secondly, all the in-
terstellar gases, from tiny clouds to GMC, from diffuse gas to
filaments, and even HI, are equally given the chance to take part
in the SF at the large-scale shocks. Thirdly, GSSF integrates
the individual cloud-size SF mechanisms to a systematic and
efficient SF mechanism working on spiral arm scales.
The GSSF may also solve some problems in the current SF
theories. The HI gas may be now considered to play more di-
rect role in the SF through rapid transition to H2 in the MBS.
The fade-out SF problem for a single or collided clouds after
exhaustion by SF can be solved by the continuously inflowing
clouds and compressed gases. The too small collision proba-
bility between the smallest-mass clouds with the smallest cross
sections, which share the major fraction of molecular mass ac-
cording to the cloud mass function, significantly increases to
unity, so that any clouds are given equal chance with probabil-
ity 100% to participate in the SF.
3.5 Relation to Schmidt law
The chance for any components of ISM to form stars by GSSF
comes every half a galactic rotation, t∼piR/(Vrot−Vpattern)∼
7× 107 y at R = 3 kpc. The Schmidt law analysis in the Milky
Way (Sofue 2017b) showed that the volume SF efficiency at-
tains its maximum atR∼ 3 kpc, as shown in figure 11, where is
plotted the coefficient of volume SFR against the galacto-centric
distance R of the Schmidt-Kennicut law, Avol(R) = log A(R),
and power-law index, α(R), defined through
SFR(R)
[M⊙kpc−3Gy−1]
=
A(R)
[M⊙kpc−3Gy−1]
(
ρgas
[H cm−3]
)α(R)
,(4)
where ρgas is the volume gas density including both H2 and HI
gases. The coefficent A(R) represents specific SFR, when the
gas density is fixed to a constant value, e.g. 1 H cm−3, or the
Fig. 11. Radial variations of volume SFR coefficient Avol = log A and
power-law index α of the Schmidt law in the Milky Way as reproduced from
Sofue (2017b). Note that Avol attains maximum atR∼ 3 kpc (dashed line),
and α is minimum indicating weakest dependence of SFR on gas density
there.
SF efficiency. The fact that A(R) attains the maximum signifi-
cantly inside the density maximum at the 4-kpc molecular ring
implies that the SFR is related to the arm-passage frequency,
such that the innermost arm has the highest SFR.
Another interesting feature is the mild power index of the
Schmidt law inside the 4-kpc molecular ring, where α ∼ 0.5,
and mildest at∼ 3 kpc with α≤∼ 0. The milder slope indicates
weaker dependence of SFR on the gas density, which is in favor
of the GSSF’s equal-chance participation of all kinds of ISM.
3.6 Rayleigh-Taylor instability and elephant trunks
At the interface between MBS and HII region, the shock-
compressed inner molecular edge of MBS suffers from further
dynamical effects. A well known effect is elephant trunks (ET)
due to the Rayleigh-Taylor instability (RTI) caused by the ac-
celeration of dense MBS gas by low-density HII gas.
Elephant-trunk features are indeed observed in the CO chan-
nel maps near the MBS edge, particularly in the close up map
in figure 6, where the CO edge is wavy with wavelength (dis-
tance between tongues) of about 0◦.6 (20 pc) and full amplitude
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(length of tongue) of 0◦.1 (13 pc). Top of each tongue (maxi-
mum amplitude position) has a high-density cloud. More devel-
oped giant ETs have been found in G24 and G31 regions (Sofue
2019).
It is interesting to note that the born HII regions are located
on the higher-longitude sides of the tongues, and some isolated
tongues are tailing toward lower longitudes. Such a coherent
alignment of the molecular tongues and HII regions would be
an evidence that the SF in this area occurred by the backward-
compression of molecular gas by the feedback from preceding
SF activity.
3.7 Spiral arm or expanding ring?
The origin of the non-circular motion revealed in the LV dia-
gram in figure 1 is still under discussion. One idea is that it is
due to a spiral arm with large orbital deformation by the bar po-
tential as illustrated by a dashed ellipse in figure 1 (e.g., Binney
1991). In this case the gas is compressed by the acceleration
in the bar potential, and the galactic shock theory applies, on
which is based this paper.
Another idea is expanding ring driven by an explosive event
at the Galactic Center as indicated by the dashed circle in figure
1 (e.g., Oort 1977 for review). In this case, the gas is com-
pressed at the expanding front of the ring, and the basic shock
structure and kinematics before star formation at the tangent
point is same, and the present model also applies.
4 Summary
We found a new molecular bow shock (MBS) at G24.4+00+112
(l ∼ 24◦.4, b ∼ 0◦, vLSR ∼ 112 km s
−1) using the FUGIN
12CO(J = 1− 0) -line survey taken with the Nobeyama 45-m
telescope at 20′′ (0.71 pc) resolution. The terminal velocity at
112 km s−1made it possible to uniquely determine the distance
and location of the MBS at the tangent point of the 3-kpc ex-
panding arm (Norma arm) at 7.3 kpc. The MBS extends over
160 pc perpendicularly to the galactic plane and the mass is es-
timated to be ∼ 1.6× 106M⊙.
The MBS is embedded in a larger-scale HI bow, more ex-
tended in the western (up-stream) side. The molecular frac-
tion increases from up- to down-stream sides, attaining the
maximum at the MBS edge, where the fraction is saturated at
fmol ∼ 95 %. This may be the evidence for the transition of HI
to H2 in the spiral arm due to compression at the galactic shock
wave.
Comparison with radio continuum and IR maps showed that
the MBS is concave to the HII shell G24.6+00 and the ring of
compact HII regions, which are at the same distance from the
recombination line velocities. The inner edge of the MBS is ex-
tremely sharp, indicating that the molecular gas is compressed
by a shock wave due to the expansion of the HII shell from east
to west. This compression direction is inverse to that expected
from the galactic shock, which shows that the MBS is shock-
compressed from both sides: by the galactic shock from west,
and by HII expansion from the east. We argued that the dual
compression triggers SF at much higher rate than by the cloud
collision mechanism.
The on-going SF is evidenced by the existence of compact
HII regions along the edge of HII shell, which is associated
with giant molecular elephant trunks (tongues) formed by the
Raighly-Taylor instability at the HII-MBS interface. Based on
the data and considerations, we proposed a scenario of galac-
tic sequential SF (GSSF) due to dual-side compression by the
galactic shock and backward shock of HII gas expansion as the
feedback from preceding SF activity (figure 8).
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Appendix 1 FUGIN chanel maps in the
12CO(J = 1− 0) line
In this appendix, we show channel maps of the FUGIN
12CO(J = 1− 0) line data around the G24 region.
Figure 1(a) shows channel maps of the brightness tempera-
ture around the tengent velocity at ∼G24.
Figures 1(b) and (c) show longitude-velocity diagrams at dif-
ferent latitudes, and latitude-velocity diagrams at different lon-
gitudes, respectively.
Fig. 12. (a) 12CO(J = 1− 0) TB channel maps. The MBS appears as the
bright arc at G24.4 with the peak intensity at 112 km s−1. (b)
Longitude-velocity diagrams near the tangent velocity at various latitudes.
(c) Latitude-velocity maps across the MBS at different longitudes.
